ARGUS
Video monitoring for coastal
management and engineering
Coastal managers and engineers increasingly need coastal state information at small scales of days to
weeks and meters to kilometers. This is due to the frequent use of local beach nourishments and the demand
for year-round exploitation of beaches, driven by the increasing recreational pressure on the coast. Coastal
managers aim for a sustainable development of a variety of coastal functions, including protection of the
hinterland against flooding, swimmer safety, beach recreation and nature conservation. The design and
evaluation of coastal policy measures and engineering interventions is hampered by the dynamics of the
natural system. Beach nourishments adapt to an equilibrium profile in a matter of weeks to months, through
phases that may be unexpected and could pose temporary problems. Rip currents may even develop within
days, hence forming a serious threat for swimmer safety. Effective decision making in this complex field
thus demands the availability of detailed coastal state information with high resolution in time and space.
Remote sensing techniques offer the potential to provide this information against low costs.
The product:
Coastal state information derived from video
Successful use of video monitoring techniques in support of coastal management and engineering involves
the quantification of relevant coastal state information
from video data. Sophisticated, operational video analysis methods nowadays enable:
• the quantification of shoreline evolution and beach
width, to evaluate the potential for recreation or to
assess the morphological impact of a storm event (cf.
Application 1);
• the quantification of erosional and accretional
sediment volumes at the intertidal beach, for example
to evaluate the morphological impact of coastal
structures, to investigate seasonal fluctuations in
beach dynamics and beach nourishments or to study
the behaviour of morphological features such as sand
spits and tidal flats near a harbour entrance
(cf Application 2);
• the quantification of subtidal beach bathymetry, to
evaluate coastal safety, to assess the behaviour and
performance of shoreface nourishments or even to
facilitate military operations (cf. Application 3); and

• the quantification of wave run-up, to evaluate the
stability of coastal structures such as seawalls,
harbour moles and revetments (cf. Application 4).
In a research context, video monitoring techniques have
been applied to quantify alongshore flow velocities,
wave characteristics such as wave angle and period,
the occurrence of algae bloom and the distribution and
persistency of rip currents. Future applications may
involve the monitoring of visitor density at the beach
and the prediction of rip currents.
The continuous collection of long-term, high-resolution
data sets carries the additional advantage of a posteriori
data selection, for instance for the consistent assessment of storm damage to public and private property
and the early recognition of important erosion trends.

modems, ISDN, DSL, or a wireless LAN. Data sampling is
usually hourly (although any schedule can be specified)
and continues during rough weather conditions. As the
process of data collection is fully automated, the
marginal operating costs are virtually zero.
Each standard hourly collection usually consists of
three types of images. A snapshot image serves as simple documentation of the ambient conditions but offers
little quantitative information. Time exposure
images average out natural modulations in wave breaking to reveal a smooth pattern of bright image intensities, which are an excellent proxy for the underlying,
submerged sand bar topography. Time exposures also
‘remove’ moving objects from the camera field of view,
such as ships, vehicles and people. Variance images
help identify regions which are changing in time (like
the sea surface), from those which may be bright, but
are unchanging (like the dry beach). Panoramic and
plan view merged images can be composed by geo-referencing the images from all the cameras of an Argus
station. Plan view images enable the measurement
of length scales of morphological features like breaker
bars and the detection of rip currents. Besides timeaveraged video data, data sampling schemes can be
designed to collect time series of pixel intensities, typically at 2 Hz, with which wave and flow characteristics
can be investigated.

The approach: The Argus video technique.
With the advent of digital imaging technology, shorebased remote video techniques like the advanced Argus
system developed at Oregon State University (USA)
have increasingly been used for the monitoring of
coastal processes in support of coastal management
and engineering. Unmanned, automated video stations
guarantee the collection of video data at spatiotemporal scales of decimeters to kilometers and hours to
years. Being continuously improved since 1992, the
system nowadays features fully digital video technology
which provides high image quality in combination with
detailed pixel resolution.
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United States, Canada and Mexico. Since then, we have
been involved in the installation of more than ten video
stations on three different continents. Depending on the
clients preferences, our services range from a basic installation plus the provision of licensed image analysis
software, via dedicated monitoring projects to integrated
studies involving both video monitoring and sophisticated
morphological models.
Our minimum role in video monitoring projects typically involves the design of the camera configuration, onsite installation of the cameras and the field computer,
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Application 2:Intertidal morphological changes at a
nourished beach
At Egmond (The Netherlands), intertidal beach bathymetries were
determined on a monthly basis by mapping a series of video-derived
shorelines at different water levels throughout a tidal cycle. The mean
vertical offset of this model is less than 15 cm along 85% of the 2 km
wide study region. The resulting bathymetries (e.g., Fig. a) were used to
quantify patterns of erosion and accretion after a combined beach and
shoreface nourishment. Example results are presented in the graphs
(b and c), which show means of the monthly volume changes VIB per
meter coastline (bars), as well as the cumulative morphological changes
(lines). Negative values denote erosion. Figure (b) presents the volume
changes at a location 400 m to the south of the Argus station; Figure

a

(c) presents volume changes at a location 400 m to the north of the
station. The analysis shows a tendency towards erosion during the first
year. High-resolution video monitoring indicated that the additional
beach nourishment implemented in the left-hand section (b) in July
2000 disappears from the intertidal beach within a few months.

At Egmond (The Netherlands), intertidal beach bathymetries
were determined on a monthly basis by mapping a series of
video-derived shorelines at different water levels throughout a
tidal cycle. The mean vertical offset of this model is less than
15 cm along 85% of the 2 km wide study region. The resulting
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Quantification of wave run-up on coastal structures
At Egmond (The Netherlands), Argus video imagery has been
used to monitor the evolution of surf zone bathymetry after
implementation of a shoreface nourishment in July 1999. The
bed elevation is continuously updated on the basis of a
comparison of video-derived and model-computed patterns of
wave dissipation (Aarninkhof, 2003).This approach yields marginal
deviations in the order of 10 to 20 cm at the seaward face of the
bars, which increase up to 20 to 40 cm near the bar crest. The
results show a shoreward migration of the outer bar after
deployment of the shoreface nourishment in combination with
a net accretion of sediment along the shallow part of the beach
profile above the -2 m depth contour, thus confirming the
beneficial impact of the nourishment.
Reference:
Aarninkhof, S.G.J. (2003). Nearshore bathymetry derived from video
imagery. PhD. Thesis, Delft University of Technology, 175 pp.
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In summary
Coastal managers and engineers presently demand
high-resolution monitoring information, which is not
easily obtained from traditional survey techniques.
With the advent of digital imaging technology, automated shore-based video stations provide enhanced
opportunities to support cost-efficient coastal resource
planning and impact assessment studies. For further
information, please contact Deltares

P.O. Box 177
2600 MH Delft, The Netherlands
ZKS-info@deltares.nl
www.deltares.nl

